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Abstract. The goal of this article is to show that, in the context of XML data
processing, information conveyed by schema or XML types is a powerful component to deploy optimization methods. We focus on the one hand on recent work
developed for optimizing query and update evaluation for main-memory engines
and on the other hand on techniques for checking XML query-update independence. These methods are all based on static type analysis. The aim of the article
is to show how types rank before constraints for XML data processing and the
presentation of each method is kept informal.
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1 Introduction
Integrity constraints have been considered from the beginning as a key component of information systems and databases. They are fundamental not to say mandatory for specifying the semantic of data. Integrity constraints provide a way to fill the gap between
information and data. Integrity constraints also raise many problems and beginning with
efficient constraint checking and enforcing integrity constraints, repairing inconsistent
database states, etc. They play a major role in the process of query optimization, called
semantic query optimization, where the constrains known to hold on the database are
used to rewrite queries into equivalent and more efficient ones. Integrity constraints
and rewriting techniques based on constraints have also been successful for developing
query rewriting using views, for data exchange, peer data exchange, data integration,
etc.
Types can also be viewed as constraints, but in a different fashion. Intuitively, in
the database world, integrity constraints are content-based properties whereas types are
structural properties. A type consists of a possibly infinite set of values and also, in programming languages, of a set of operations on those values. A type may be atomic or
structured. Roughly, a composite/structured type is build using existing types and type
constructors like record, set, list, etc. In the context of databases, types have been essentially investigated in the context of the object-oriented database model where typing
[28,29] shares features of conventional object-oriented programming languages and of
taxonomy systems where data is organized in hierarchy of classes and subclasses. Typing helps to detect programming errors which is of major importance for developing
database applications and managing huge amount of data.

There is a very large body of research on using constraints for query optimization.
However, contrary to programming languages, typing in database has been rarely investigated for optimization purpose. The aim of the article is to give some evidence that, in
the context of XML data processing, types are becoming as important as constraints1 ,
and provide ways to optimize XML queries and updates as well as it provides ways to
develop static analysis for checking other critical properties such as query update independence.
The article is organized as follows. The next section is an introductory discussion
on constraints and types and covers the relational model and XML data. The rest of the
article is dedicated to present some ongoing work investigating optimization techniques
for XML document processing based on static analysis, making an extensive use of the
information given by types or schemas. The presentation is devoted to pieces of work
that have been conducted in the Leo team [4]. It certainly does not aim at covering all
issues and existing studies. The style of the presentation remains informal and mainly
relies on examples. Section 3 addresses query optimization and Section 4 update optimization for main-memory engines. Section 5 focuses on update query independence.

2 Preliminaries
Let us start by revisiting the relational model. Types in the relational model are tremendously simple. Given a set of attributes U , a set of atomic values, called domain, is
assigned to each attribute. A relational database schema over U is given by a set of
relation names R and a mapping (a type assignment) τ assigning to each relation name
r a finite subset of U 2 . Thus, a relational type is a finite set of attributes. For instance,
the relational schema defined by R={R, S} with τ (R)={A, B, C} and τ (S)={A, D}
is usually denoted R={R(A, B, C), S(A, D)}. Relational types are of course useful
for writing queries either using the algebra or SQL as well as for writing updates. They
are also useful for checking well-typedness of queries and infer their output type. For
instance, the expression πAC (σD=′ f oo′ ([R] ⊲⊳ [S])) is well typed wrt to the schema
R above. The output type for this expression is {A, C}. For instance, [37] investigates
how the principal type of a relational expression can be computed, giving all possible
assignments of types to relation names under which the expression is well-typed. This
study is extended to the nested relational calculus in [36]. However, relational types are
quite "poor". They are equivalent to record types in programming languages. More sophisticated types are associated to the non first normal form model and to the complex
object model model [11]. Integrity constraints have been introduced in order to increase
the semantic contents of relational databases. Amon integrity constraints, the following
are the most studied classes: functional dependencies [34,51], equality generating dependencies and tuple generating dependencies [15]. Integrity constraints, as opposed
to relational types, can be used for query optimization. The chase [13,45] is probably
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The frontier between types and constraints may is also not as clear-cut as for relational
databases
For now, we leave integrity constraints out of the specification of a database schema.

one of the most known example of a technique based on dependencies and allowing for
minimizing the number of joins of an algebraic query expression, and recent investigation has proved its efficiency in practice [48]. Integrity constraints, especially functional
dependencies, are also very useful for optimizing updates: schema normalization [33],
avoiding update anomalies, can be viewed as some kind of update optimization.
In the relational world, types are almost totally useless for optimization purpose.
Constraints have a better place whereas physical data structures and access methods
provide the real solutions to optimization problems in practice [50].

Semi-structured data [25,12] and XML data [2] are classically introduced as selfdescribing and schema-less: in its general setting, semi-structured data are abstracted by
labelled graphs; well-formed XML documents are ordered labelled trees as described
for instance by the Document Object Model [41]. Simple tree representations of XML
documents are given in Fig. 1. Interestingly enough, almost every published article
whose scope is XML management with a database perspective, makes the assumption
of a schema or type constraining the structure of XML documents when they do not
investigate schemas and types for XML themselves. XML schemas aim at defining the
set of allowable labels and also the way they can be structured. In the first place, XML
schemas are meant to distinguish meaningful documents from those that are not and
provides the user with a concrete semantic of the documents. The document on the left
hand side of Fig. 1 is well-formed: it is a labelled tree. However, this document is not
valid wrt the DTD described by the following rules: doc → a∗, a → bc∗d, b → String,
d → e. These rules specify that the root of the document should be labelled by doc,
that the children of the root should be labelled by a (it is not the case for the document
considered here because the root node has its last child labelled by e) and the children of
a nodes should be first a node labelled by b followed by possibly several nodes labelled
c, and finally a node labelled d, etc. Figure proposes another example of a DTD and a
document valid wrt that DTD.
XML schemas turn out to bring many advantages for validation, data integration,
translation, etc They are very useful for the specification of meaningful queries over
XML data and can be used for query optimization. The main practical languages for
describing XML types are Document Type Definition (DTD) which is indeed part of the
original definition of XML [2] and is probably the most widely used, and XML Schema
[52,24] which is a more elaborate, not to say overly complex, schema notation based
on XML itself. Many other proposals for schema languages have flourished: DSD [43],
RelaxNG [32], Shematron [42], Assertion Grammars [49]. See for instance [47,44] for
a formal classification and a comparison of these languages.
What about XML integrity constraints? It is often claimed that schemas and constraints are both properties that restrict the allowed documents and thus that the frontier
between schemas or types and constraints is not as clear-cut as for relational databases.
Although ID attributes in a DTD can be used to uniquely identify an element within an
XML document, these attributes can not be used to express constraints such as keys. Although XML schemas allow to specify keys or references in terms of Xpath [18], such
style of specification is rather intricate especially when it comes to reasoning about constraints. Indeed, constraints for semi-structured data and XML [38,39], keys and foreign

keys for XML [26,27] have received a lot of attention from the database community.
Update anomalies and normal forms for XML documents have been investigated in
[14]. Unified formalisms for capturing schema and integrity constraints for XML have
also been studied in order to reason about types and constraints [19].
As opposed to relational databases, optimization techniques based on integrity constraints have not yet been investigated whereas schema or type-based optimization techniques are already used [46] in query engines.
To conclude this preliminary section, we briefly proceed to a short discussion on element type, a notion that will be used in the next sections. Each optimization techniques
discussed next uses the information provided by a schema, namely a DTD, in order to
assign types to the elements of a document valid wrt to the schema. Considering a document t and an element or node n in t, the type of n is, in its simplest form, its label. An
alternative to this very simple notion of element type is to consider the chain of labels
that match the path from the document root node of t to n. The former notion is that
used in Sections 3 and 4, resp. for query and update optimization. The latter is central
to Section 5 for dealing with query-update independence. Obviously, the notion of element type based on labels is less precise than the notion of element type based on chains
although this last one is still not fully precise. Let us illustrate this with the example of
Fig. 1: on the left side, the circled nodes of the document are typed by the label e; on the
right side, the circled nodes of the (same) document are typed by the chain doc.a.d.e;
the chain type is more precise as it allows to distinguish e nodes that can be reached by
navigating along doc.a.d.e paths from those that cannot be reached that way; however,
it is not precise enough to make the distinction between e nodes whose parent has at
least one sibling labelled by c from those whose parent has no such sibling. Thus, in
some sense, both notions of element type, label and chain, are approximations.
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Fig. 1. Labels and chains as type approximation for XML element.

3 Type-based optimization for XML queries
XQuery [9] is now well-recognized as a flexible and powerful language allowing to
query collections of XML documents. As such, it is used not only for querying XML
databases but also for instance to process XML files. In the latter context, main-memory

XQuery engines like Galax [3], Saxon [8], QizX [6,5], and eXist [1] are used to query
files as they avoid building secondary storage structures. The price to pay or more
exactly the problem to face is main-memory limitations of these systems (see [46])
because, in such configuration, the whole document is required to be loaded in mainmemory before query processing. Main-memory XQuery engines are unable to process
very large documents. Projecting XML document is an optimization technique introduced by [46] to address such limitation. The simplicity of the method is one of the key
of its efficiency. Given a query Q over an XML document t, the idea is to determine,
in a static manner, that is by analyzing the query expression and, if available, the type
or schema of the queried documents, which part t′ of the document t is needed in order
to evaluate Q, and then, at loading time, to prune the document t; finally the query Q
is evaluated in main-memory against the pruned document t′ . This technique is quite
powerful because in general, queries are very selective and only a small part of the initial document is relevant to the evaluation of the query. The core of the method, which
determines its efficiency, resides in the static analysis of the query Q: how precise is it?
All the examples developed next are build using the DTD D and the XML document
t depicted in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Running example : a DTD D and a document t

The initial proposal of [46] determines the data needs of the query Q by extracting
all path expressions in Q. These paths are evaluated at loading time to prune the initial document. This technique does not require any information about the structure of
the document. This advantage raises some pruning overhead and imprecision especially
when // axis occurs in query paths. For instance, consider the simple XQuery for $x in
/doc//[c] return </yes> and the document t of Fig. 2. The path extracted is /doc//node()
because filters are not analyzed, resulting in projecting out the whole document t. Assuming that the filter [c] of the query is taken into account by the analysis, the extracted
path would be given by /doc//c. This time, the projected document will be precise (and
indeed is the result of the query Q) however, at loading time, the whole document will
be explored by the query path, thus causing some pruning execution overhead. It is clear
that, in this case, the knowledge of the DTD D for the document t, gives the opportunity to refine the extracted path /doc//c to /doc/a/c which avoids during projection for
visiting and checking e elements for instance. This is what typed-based projection is
about [17]. The type-based query scenario is as follows:

1. from the query Q and DTD D, a type projector π is inferred,
2. the document t, valid wrt D, is projected following π in a streaming manner, at
loading time,
3. and finally, the query Q is evaluated over π(t).
The main result [17] is that Q(t)=Q(π(t)).
The type projector is specified by a set of node types given by labels. Execution of a
type projector at loading time is straightforward. It consists of projecting nodes whose
labels (types) belong to the type projector. Extracting a type projector π for a query Q
given a DTD D is a two phase process whose first step extracts the paths of the query
Q and the second step strongly relies on the type information given by D to generate
the expected set of node types.
Example 1. For the query Q specified below, the paths extracted are /doc/a, /doc/a//d
and /doc/a//text(). The type extraction based on the DTD of Fig. 2 allows one to generate
the type projector π={doc, a, b, d, String} because nodes of type d that are descendants
of nodes of type a are indeed children of nodes of type a and nodes of type String that
are descendants of nodes of type a are children of nodes of type b.
Query Q
for $x in /doc/a
where $x//d
return $x//text()

Projected document π(t)
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One can notice here that the evaluation of the projector avoids exploring the right most
subtree of the document (Fig. 2) whose root is labelled by e even though this subtree
contains nodes of type d.
Experiments have been done showing the benefits of the type-based projection optimization for queries. The method provides significant improvement of performance
both in terms of memory consumption and time.

4 Type-based optimization for XML updates
In this section, we show that, type-based projection can also be used to optimize mainmemory XML update processing. The update language considered is XQuery Update
Facility (XUF) [10] with its two phase semantics: given a complex update expression
U and a document t, the first phase generates a so-called update pending list, a list of
elementary updates, and the second phase evaluates the update pending list over the
document t. We focus on main-memory XUF processing which of course suffers of
the same limitation as main-memory XQuery evaluation: XUF main-memory engines
fails to process very large documents. For instance, eXist [1], QizX/open [6] and Saxon

[7] are unable to update documents whose size is greater than 150 MB (no matter the
update query at hand).
The scenario and type-based projection described for XML queries, cannot be applied directly for updates. Indeed, it is rather obvious to see that updating the projection
of a document t will not produce the expected result unless the projection equals the
whole document which is, of course, not very promising from an optimization point of
view. We have developed in [20,21] a type-based optimization method for update. The
update scenario is different from that for query optimization and is now composed of
four steps:
1. from the update U and the DTD D, a type projector π is inferred,
2. the document t, valid wrt D, is projected following π in a streaming manner, at
loading time,
3. the update U is evaluated over the projection π(t) and produces a partial result
U (π(t)),
4. finally, in order to produce the final result U (t), the initial document t is merged
with U (π(t)), in a streaming manner, at writing-serializing time.
The projector extracted for updates, a 3-level type projector, has been designed in
order to capture update expression requirements and also in order to support the Merge
phase. The 3-level projector is specified by 3 sets of types given by labels. The projection of the document t registers, in main-memory, the child position of nodes. No
rewriting of the update U is necessary. The Merge step can be seen as a synchronized
parsing of both the initial document t and the partial result U (π(t)). This requires a very
small amount of memory. Only child positions of nodes and the projector π are checked
in order to decide whether to output elements of t or of U (π(t)). No further changes
are made on elements after the partial update: output elements are either elements of
the original document t or elements of U (π(t)).
We start by explaining the last step of the update scenario (Merge) and then we outline
the main ideas behind the 3-level type projector specification. The presentation remains
informal, it does not cover all aspects of the method, even important ones, and relies on
examples.
Example 2. Let us consider the simple update U whose expression is given in the left
part of the next figure. This update intends to delete b children of a nodes having at
least one d child. Here, the projector is meant to extract from the document the part
which is used either to prepare the update or which is the target of the changes made
by the update. For this example and for sake of simplicity, we use a (1-level) projector
π={doc, a, b, d}.
The Merge step parses in a synchronized manner both the input document t and the
partial result U (π(t)). The rightmost part of Figure 2 shows the document t with child
positions marked in square brackets under node labels. Wrt our example, executing
Merge over t and U (π(t)) is quite obvious until after processing the node a[1] of t
together with the node a[1] of U (π(t)). The two next nodes parsed by Merge are: the
node b[1], child of a[1] in t and the node d[4], child of a[1] in U (π(t)). The child
positions of these nodes and the information that the label a belongs to the type projector
π allows one to identify that the node b[1] should not be output: the initial document t

is further parsed without producing any element in the output. Then, the two next nodes
examined by Merge are: the node c[2], child of a[1] in t and the node d[4], child of a[1] in
U (π(t)). This time, the child positions of these nodes and the information that the label
c does not belong to the type projector π are used to output the node c[2] and further
parse the initial document t.

Update U
for $x in /doc/a
where $x/d
return delete $x/b
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The main issues that motivated the specification of the new type projector are: dealing with update expressions and ensuring correctness and efficiency of the Merge step.
The type projector is specified by a tuple π=(πno , πolb , πeb ) where each set πx is a
set of labels. Thus here, as for query optimization, element types are approximated by
labels. The behavior of the 3-level projector is as follows:
A node of the document t whose label belongs to πno is projected. The children of
such nodes will be candidate for projection depending on their label and π.
A node of the document t whose label belongs to πolb is projected together with all its
children even though their labels do not belong to π. This πolb component of the
projector is introduced in order to correctly handle insertion at Merge time as well
as mixed-content. This is illustrated by the next example.
A node of the document t whose label belongs to πeb is projected together with all its
descendants, even though their labels do not belong in π. Introducing this πeb component of the projector is required for dealing with element extraction for instance
in the context of moving some elements.
Indeed, the two components πolb and πeb bring more precision and efficiency. They
minimize the projection size and speed up the type projector execution by avoiding to
put in the projector the labels of some of the nodes that need to be projected. Interestingly enough, the 3-level projector designed for updates provides significant improvements for pure queries.
The extraction of the 3-level projector from the update is based on a sophisticated extraction of paths from the update expression which is followed by a type derivation
relying on the DTD D.
Example 3. Let us consider the update U below which intends to insert an h element
as first child of any node labelled by a. The 3-level projector extracted from this update
is given by: πno ={doc}, πolb ={a} and πeb ={}. Thus, while projecting the document
t given in Fig. 2 wrt π all children of the nodes labelled a are projected. Note that
neither the type c nor the type d occur in π. Note also that the right most subtree of

the tree whose root is labelled by e is not projected because e does not belong to the
projector. When updating the projection π(t), the new elements are inserted without
child position. It should be understood that the positions in π(t) correspond to child
position of the nodes in the input document t.
Now, when merging the document t with the partial update U (π(t)), because all
children of the node a[1] have been projected, it is straightforward to output, in the final
result, the children of a[1] in the correct expected order.
Update U
for $x in /doc/a
return insert as first
<h> ’new’ </h>
into $x
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Extensive experiments of the type-based optimization method for updates have been
conducted and their results validate the effectiveness of the approach. They show that
the technique succeeds in its primarily purpose: making possible to update very large
documents with main-memory systems. Interestingly enough, the tests show that even
when projection is not necessary because of memory limitation, using projection can
reduce execution time as well. See [21] for a report on these experiments.

5 Type-based method for testing XML query-update independence
The aim of the last section is to illustrate another use of static type analysis for XML
which targets, once again, optimization but in a rather different manner. Here, the issue
is to statically detect query-update independence. A query and an update are independent when the update execution does not require refreshing the query result and this
for any possible input document. Detecting query-update independence is of crucial
importance in many contexts: to avoid view re-materialization after update; to ensure
isolation, when queries and updates are executed concurrently; to enforce access control policies. In the general case, that is for the full XQuery and XUF languages, static
independence detection is undecidable [16]. This means that static analysis methods
for detecting query-update independence are expected to be sound approximation as
completeness is unreachable.
Recently, [16] has introduced a technique for statically detecting query-update independence: a schema is assumed available; a set of types (approximated by labels) is
inferred from the query which captures the nodes accessed by the query; similarly, a
set of types is inferred from the update which captures the set of nodes impacted by the
update; an empty intersection of these two sets entails independence.
A path-based approach has been proposed in [40] in order to check commutativity of
update expressions which is of crucial importance for optimization and view maintenance. This technique, which does not use schema information, can be adapted to deal

with queries: two sets of paths are extracted resp. from the query and from the update
in the style of [46]; no overlapping of the paths in these two sets entails independence.
Both techniques are effective for a wide class of XQueries and XUF and have negligible
time performance.
Example 4. Let us assume that the available schema information is given by the following DTD: doc→a* , b a→(b?,c)* c→d.
Let us first consider the query Q1 specified by the path doc/b together with the update
U1 given by for $x in doc/a/c return delete $x/d. For this simple case, both methods detect independence. The schema-based method infers the sets of types {b} and
{a, c, d} resp. for Q1 and U1 whereas the path-based method infers the sets of paths
{doc/b} and {doc/a/c, doc/d}.
For the second example, let us consider the query Q1 together with the update U2 given
by for each $x in doc return delete $x//d. The schema-based method returns the set of
types {a, c, d} for U2 and thus is able to detect independence. However, the path-based
(schema-less) method infers, for U2 , the set of paths {doc//d} which overlaps {doc/b}
and is unable to detect independence.
Finally, the last example considers the query Q2 given by for $x in doc/a/b return
<g > $x </g > and the update U1 . The types associated to Q2 by the schema-based
method are {a, b} and as it intersects {a, c, d}, independence is not spotted. However,
the path associated with Q2 by the path-based method is doc/a/b and does not overlap
paths associated with U1 , thus independence can be recognized.
The previous examples show that the two methods are not comparable, none of them
subsume the other, and both suffer from a lack of precision for different reasons. The
schema-based approach fails because the label approximation of element type is far too
imprecise or not good enough. The path-based approach fails because it is too imprecise for complex axes (descendant, ancestor, horizontal axes). The approach developed
in [22,23] aims at improving precision of static analysis for query-update independence.
Because using schema information is often decisive (see case Q1 -U2 ) as well as keeping
path information (see case Q2 -U1 ), this new approach consists in some hybridization of
types (approximated by labels) and paths. The key idea is to use a more precise approximation (abstraction) of types for document elements. In [22,23], the notion of element
type considered is that of a chain, a sequence of labels describing the path that should
be navigated on to reach an element. The static analysis developed in [22,23] relies on
a schema analysis radically different from that of [16,31,30,35]. The scenario of the
chain-based query-update independence detection is as follows (it assumes available a
schema given by a DTD or EDTD):
A set of chains is inferred from the query Q. These chains are divided into 3 kinds:
(a) used chains, intuitively pointing to document nodes used to evaluate the query
Q but not involved directly in constructing the result of Q.
(b) return chains, intuitively pointing to document nodes potentially useful for constructing the elements in the result of Q.
(c) element chains, typing new elements constructed by a query (as a matter of fact,
this kind of chains is important for the inference of update chains).

A set of chains is inferred from the update U which are called update chain and characterize nodes whose subtree is updated.
Checking query-update independence of Q and U relies on
(i) checking (no overlapping of) update chains against return chains, and
(ii) checking (no overlapping of) update chains against used chains
Example 5. Here, the DTD is not explicitly specified: it is the well-known bibliography
schema. Let us consider the query Q given by the Xpath //book[editor]/title and the
update U specified by for $x in //book insert <author/> into $x.
For the query Q, bib.book.editor is a used chain: elements pointed by this path need to
exist although they do not enter in the result of the query. The chain bib.book.title# is
a return chain because it points to possible result elements.
For the update U , the update chain bib.book : author is inferred: it is build using the
used chain bib.book and the element chain author; it is meant to capture that an update
(here an insertion) may be executed below elements pointed by the chain bib.book and
that the new elements inserted have type author. Inferring the type of inserted elements
is very important to increase the precision of detecting query-update independence.
Checking independence for Q and U proceeds to the following tests:
(i) is the return chain bib.book.title# a prefix of the update chain bib.book : author ?
and is the update chain bib.book : author a prefix of the return chain bib.book.title# ?
The answer to both questions here is no.
(ii) is the update chain bib.book : author a prefix of the used chain bib.book.editor ?
Once again the answer to this question is no.
Therefore, independence of Q and U is inferred. Note here that both methods introduced
by [16] and [40] fail to detect independence for this example.
The static analysis underlying the query-update independence presented in [22,23]
is quite sophisticated. As a matter of fact, in the presence of recursive schemas, avoiding
inference of infinite set of chains is a critical and rather intricate problem. An upper
bound to the number of chains to be inferred has been determined, in terms of some
structural properties of the query and of the update. Extensive tests of the chain-based
analysis are conducted in order to validate its precision and also its time consumption.

6 Conclusion
The query optimization method, the update optimization method and the query update
independence test that have been introduced in the article are all based on the static
analysis of the query or/and update expression(s) and make use of the type information given by the schema of the documents. These methods show that, in the context
of XML data management, schemas play an important role. For the projection-based
optimization methods, type information is used for filtering fragments of the processed
documents that are relevant to the queries or updates. These methods are not based
on rewriting as optimization methods based on integrity constraints but still should be
considered as semantic optimization. We are currently working on several directions in

order to further reduce the size of projected documents mainly by further refining the
query or update expression analysis. One direction relies on making use of the kind of
elementary updates occurring in a complex update expression to generate a sophisticated projector. Another direction relies on using chain rather than label for specifying
the update projector, chain being a better approximation of element type than label. We
are also investigating how our projection-based update optimization method can be applied to temporal XML documents in order to ensure both a compact storage of such
documents and their efficient management.
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